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This text provides a detailed introduction to SAS/GRAPH, complete information about each SAS/GRAPH statement and procedure, as well as information about the DATA step graphics interface, complete with example programs.

SAS/GRAPH software extends the power of SAS' data management and analytical tools, giving you the ability to turn data into eye-catching, full-color graphs and charts in seconds. SAS/GRAPH software provides information and presentation color graphics capabilities to produce a wide variety of business charts, plots, and maps in many colors and patterns. In addition to a detailed introduction to SAS/GRAPH, this title includes complete information about each SAS/GRAPH statement and procedure. Each description includes example programs designed to show you the capabilities of the statement and its options. This title also includes complete information about the DATA step graphics interface and the Annotate facility. New features include client support for graph styles, client support for annotation, three new procedures: GAREABAR, GBARLINE, and MAPIMPORT, new options in the GCHART procedure for producing standard pie or donut charts with a detailed, inner pie overlay, the new Java Constellation Applet, and user interface enhancements for the client graphs, such as redesigned dialog boxes. This title is also available online. This title is designed for users who are familiar with basic SAS concepts and who want to learn more about the versatile features of SAS/GRAPH. 
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Zen of Cloud: Learning Cloud Computing by Examples on Microsoft AzureCRC Press, 2014

	Zen of Cloud: Learning Cloud Computing by Examples on Microsoft Azure provides comprehensive coverage of the essential theories behind cloud computing and the Windows Azure cloud platform. Sharing the author’s insights gained while working at Microsoft’s headquarters, it presents nearly 70 end-to-end examples with...
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High Performance Data Network Design (IDC Technology)Digital Press, 2001
The proliferation and complexity of data networks today is challenging our ability to design and manage them effectively. A new generation of Internet, e-commerce, and multimedia applications has changed traditional assumptions on traffic dynamics, and demands tight quality of service and security guarantees. These issues, combined with the...
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Murach's PHP and MySQL (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	Ever since it was created in 1995. PHP has been a favorite of developers for server-side web programming. In fact, in some surveys, it now stands as today's most popular web programming language. By most counts, over a million web sites have been written in PHP, including portions of today's largest, most recognizable sites, and often...
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Windows Vista: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Whether you're a beginner, power user, or seasoned professional, Windows Vista: The Definitive Guide has everything you need to customize the operating system, master your digital media, manage your data, and maintain your computer -- regardless of which Windows Vista edition you're using.
Why this book and not some other resource?...
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Data Analysis and Decision MakingSouth-Western College, 2010


	With today’s technology, companies are able to

	collect tremendous amounts of data with relative

	ease. Indeed, many companies now have more data

	than they can handle. However, the data are usually

	meaningless until they are analyzed for trends,

	patterns, relationships, and other useful information.

	This book...
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Communications Engineering Desk ReferenceAcademic Press, 2009

	The go-to information source for R&D engineers involved in communications engineering: the latest information written by the leading experts

	

	A one-stop Desk Reference, for R&D engineers involved in communications engineering; this is a book that will not gather dust on the shelf. It brings together the essential...
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